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This invention relates to the finishing of 
shaped bodies, and more particularly to the re 
moval of flash, fin, Safety edge, or/and buri 
therefrona. 

Flash or fin is left on a metal casting at the 
parting face of the mold, and at the ends of the 
ejector pins, particularly as the mold begins to 
wear. Even after the fiash or fin is removed, a 
feather edge or buri may remain. In die-casting 
practice, a so-called safety edge or overfioW is 
Sometimes purposely provided to protect a corner 
edge of the casting, or to facilitate Subsequent 
breaking-off of the overflow. Here again the 
safety edge must be removed, and even then a 
burr is usually left after removal of the Safety 
edge. Burr is not inited, however, to Castings, 
and instead may be foulid on netai partS which 
have been subjected to Stamping, coining, or forg 
ing operations, and machining Opèrations Such as 
drilling and tapping. Aoreover, the problem 
is not limited to metal oiojectS, for flash. Or fin is 
produced when molding plastics. 

Heretofore, various aethods have been en 
ployed to remove flash, fin, or Safety edge. 
Sometimes a trimining die is eriployed. For 
very heavy flash a band-saw aay be used. Foi' 
a Small, light flash, tumbling has been employed. 
Hand operations are often resorted to, includ 
ing the use of a naillet, a bending fixture, and 
files. For the removal of burrs, it has beer) the 
practice to employ hand-filing, grinding Wheels, 
de-buring wheels, beit Sanders, and tuimbling. 
All of the methods heiretofore used have required 
considerable tie and labor. 
The primary object of the present, invention is 

to provide a new, rapid, and relatively inexpein 
Sive method for reinoving flash, fin, safety edge, 
and burr. In accordance With the new method, 
the objects are iminersed in a liquid, and the 
iiquid is vibrated at a relatively inigh frequency, 
preferably a Sonic frequency, although a Super 
Sonic frequency may also be used. 
To accomplish the foregoing general object, 

and other in ore Specific objects which Will here 
inafter appear, my invention resides in the meth 
od and apparatus elements and their relation 
one to the other, as are hereinafter more par 
ticularly described in the following specification. 
The Specification is acco painied by a drawing in 
Which: 

Fig. Scherchatically illustrates a, for) of the 
invention USing a laagnetic diaphragia; 

Fig. 2 schematically illustrates a modification 
using a nagnetostriction effect; 

Fig. 3 SOWS a modification in Which two dia 
phragms are vibrated in opposed phase; and 
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2 
Fig. 4 is explanatory of a detail of the inven 

tion. 
Referring to the drawing, and more particu 

larly to Fig. 1, the apparatus comprises a con 
tainer 2 for a body of liquid 4. The container 
may be made substantially higher than the liquid 
level, or in the alternative, a removable cover 
6 may be employed, as shown. The apparatus 

further includes means 8 to support a plurality 
of objects 22 in the liquid A. There is also a 
means 22 to vibrate the liquid A at a relatively 
high frequency. In the present case, the liquid 
is vibrated at a Sonic frequency by a diaphragm. 
which acts as the bottom wall of the container. 
The support 8 is a highly perforate basket. The 
diaphragin 22 is vibrated by means of an eiectro 
magnet 24, the said diaphragm forming a part, 
of a rinagnetic circuit 2 having an air gap at 28. 
The magnet coil is connected to a suitabie source 
of Sonic frequency A. C. power. 
A modification of the vibrator portion of the 

apparatus is Schematically shown in Fig. 2. This 
differs from Fig. 1 primarily in using a metal rod 
30 fixedly connected between the housing 32 and 
the diaphragan. 34. The diaphragin is vibrated by 
magnetostrictive elongation and contraction of 
the rod 36 in response to an alternating mag 
netic field applied thereto by the coil 36. Ihe 
coinductors 38 are connected to a Sonic G1 a super 
Sonic frequency source of power. 

For the present purpose, multiple objects 
should be placed in mutual contact in the liquid, 
for the flash, fin or bui'r is removed by the abla 
Sion Ol' rubbing of one object against the other. 
This is indicated Schematically in Fig. 1, in which 
many objectS 2) are employed to largely fill the 
basket or Support 3. When the objects are 
Small, they may be vibrated in direct contact 
With one another. When the articles are large, 
Or of Some unusual Shape, it nay be preferred 
to Supplement thern With additional objects 
Which act fundamentally as fillers. This is sche 
matically illustrated in Fig. 4, in which the cage 
or Support 43 contains a limited number of ob 
jects 42 the spaces between which are filled with 
Small auxiliary objects or fillers 44. 
In effect, the Water or other liquid in the tank 

acts merely as a means to transfer the vibratio 
from the diaphragn) to the articles. For this 
pullrpose, oil may be used instead of Water, and 
in fact, in Sorine respectS may be better than 
water, but in nost manufacturing processes oil 
would have the disadvantage of requiring a sepa 
rate degreasing cperation which would not be 
needed when using plain water. 
The desired de-burring action may be ob 



3 
tained by buying the objects in a dry medium 
such as fine Sand. However, it is vastly more 
convenient to lower the objects into a body of 
liquid than to bury them in a dry mixture or 
sand, and the same applies to the subsequent 
removal of the objects. 
With apparatus of the character here shown, 

de-burring was as effective in one or two min 
utes as the older practice of tumbling would have 
been in, say, a half-hour. 

Referring now to Fig. 3, the container 50 there 
shown carries a body of liquid 52 in which objects 
54 to be treated are supported by a suitable 
perforate or grid-like Support 56. In this case the 
container is provided with two spaced vibratile 
diaphragms 58 and 6), which contact the liquid 
52. The diaphragms are vibrated by suitable wi 
brator units 62 and 64, respectively. These are 
energized from a power source 66, and are so 
Wired to the Source as to be vibrated in Synchro 
nism but in phase opposition. Thus the dia 
phragm 58 will advance or push when diaphragm 
69 retracts or pulls. This efficiently sets the body 
of liquid into vibration. The diaphragms 58 and 
60 may form a part of the wall of the container, 
as here shown. It is sufficient that they be spaced 
Well apart, as for example, on the bottom wall, 
but it is preferable that they form parts of op 
posed Walls of the container, as here shown. 

Either a Sonic or SuperSonic frequency of vibra 
tion may be employed. In general, it is simpler 
and easier to produce a sonic frequency vibra 
tion, for it is not essential in that case to employ 
vacuum tube oscillators and amplifiers, etc., al 
though they may be used. On the other hand, a 
SuperSonic Vibration has the advantage of avoid 
ing the loud and disturbing noise produced by 
Scnic equipment. Even in the case of Supersonic 
vibration, however, care must be taken not to 
employ a frequency which may adversely affect 
perSonnel working around the equipment. 

It Will be understood that the vibration of the 
diaphragm may be produced in any of the known 
or conventional WayS. The vibration of the dia 
phragm may be produced by mechanical means. 
The diaphragm may be vibrated by direct mag 
netic effect. It may also be vibrated by the use of 
a coil movably mounted in a suitable magnetic 
field, for example, a D. C. field, the coil carrying 
an excitation current, for example, a pulsating or 
an A. C. current. This would be analogous to the 
Operation of a so-called “dynamic' loud speaker. 
The diaphragm may also be vibrated by magneto 
striction of a ferrous or nickle alloy or other mag 
netostrictive rod, or by the use of a piezo crystal, 
for example, a quartz or a Rochelle salt crystal. 
The alternating current may be obtained in any 
conventional apparatus, such as a vacuum tube 
OScillator, or a frequency multiplier, or a motor 
driven generator. A variable frequency source 
may be employed if it is desired to vary the fre 
quency in accordance with the size of the objects 
being treated, or the hardness or the mass of the 
metal or plastic being treated. 
The Vibration may be obtained by using pulsat 

ing D. C. power, instead of A. C. power. Thus for 
magnetic striction it is sufficient that the mag 
netic field build up and collapse at the desired 
frequency, the polarization of the field being un 
important. 

It Will be understood that vibration may be 
produced in Ways other than those specifically ill 
lustrated. 
Spaced diaphragms may be used in a single 

tank without operating them in push-pull. Thus 
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multiple diaphragms may be disposed in a Single 
wall, and all be operated in unison, or several 
spaced diaphragms may be operated with a dif 
ference in phase, but Without necessarily being 
in phase opposition. 

Moreover, basically it is not even essential that 
there be a flexible diaphragm in an otherwise 
rigid Wall. In theory, the entire tank may be 
vibrated, or in contrast with that, a vibratile dia 
phragm with its driver may be Suspended in the 
liquid, without touching or forming a part of the 
tank wall, in which case the tank wall need not 
be vibrated at all. However, it is believed that 
in every case it may be said that there is some 
form of mechanical network which is set into 
vibration as an entirety. 
The elementary explanation that the dia 

phragm Vibrates the liquid and the objects in 
contact with each other may be too simplified. 
In an assembly of this sort, the volume and weight 
of the liquid and objects usually go to form the 
mechanical equivalent of an impedance match 
ing network which loads the entire system, keep 
ing it in resonance with the excitation frequency. 

It will be understood that, the article, objects 
and liquid are relatively vibrated, and it is not 
essential that the vibration be initially applied to 
the liquid per se to produce such relative vibra 
tion. 

It is believed that the method of the present 
invention, as well as the nature of the apparatus 
which may be employed to practice the method, 
and the advantages thereof, Will be apparent 
from the foregoing detailed description. It will 
also be apparent that while I have shown and de 
Scribed my invention in several preferred forms, 
changes may be made in the method and appara 
tuS disclosed, without departing from the spirit of 
the invention as Sought to be defined in the foll 
lowing claims. In the claims the reference to 
placing a plurality of objects in the liquid is in 
tended to include a pluraliity of the articles be 
ing treated, or one such article and a plurality 
Of fillers, or a plurality of articles and a plural 
ity of fillers. The reference to removal of flash, 
fin, or burr is intended also to include the re 
noval of the safety edge itself. 
I claim: 
1. The method of renoving fiash, fin, or burr 

from objects, which includes placing a plurality 
of objectS in propinquity in a liquid, and so vi 
brating Said liquid at a relatively high frequency 
as to cause mutual vibratory contact between 
said objects. 

2. The method of removing flash, fin, or burr 
from objects, which includes placing a plurality 
of contacting and relatively movable objects in 
a liquid, and vibrating said liquid at a sonic fre 
quency in order to cause mutual vibratory con 
tact between said objects. 

3. The method of removing flash, fin, or burr 
from objects, which includes placing a plurality 
of contacting and relatively movable objects in a 
liquid, and vibrating Said liquid at a supersonic 
frequency in order to cause mutual vibratory 
contact between said objects. 

4. Apparatus for removing fiash, fin, or/and 
burr from objects, said apparatus comprising a 
Stationary container for a body of liquid, two 
Spaced vibratile diaphragms contacting said liq 
uid, means to vibrate one of said diaphragms, and 
means to Vibrate the other diaphragm at the 
same frequency but with a difference in phase 
relative to the first diaphragm. 

5. Apparatus for removing flash, fin, or/and 
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burr from objects, said apparatus comprising a 
stationary container for a body of liquid, at least 
a part of each of two oppositely disposed walls 
of Said container being a vibratile diaphragm, 
means to vibrate one of said diaphragms, means 
to vibrate the other diaphragm at the same fre 
quency but opposed phase relative to the first dia 
phragm. 

6. Apparatus for removing flash, fin, or/and 
burr from objects, said apparatus comprising a 
stationary container for a body of liquid, means 
for Supporting a plurality of objects in the body 
of liquid, the walls of said container including two 
spaced vibratile diaphragms, means to vibrate 
one of Said diaphragms, means to vibrate the 
other diaphragm at the same frequency but op 
posed phase relative to the first diaphragm. 

7. Apparatus for removing flash, fin, or/and 
burr from objects, said apparatus comprising a 
stationary container for a body of liquid, means 
for supporting a plurality of objects in contact 
in the body of liquid, at least a part of each of 
two oppositely disposed Walls of said container 
being a vibratile diaphragm, means to vibrate one 
of Said diaphragms, means to vibrate the other 
diaphragm at the same frequency but opposed 
phase relative to the first diaphragm, said dia 
phragms being vibrated by Said means at a fre 
quency in the range of sonic and supersonic fre quencies. 

8. Apparatus for removing flash, fin, or/and 
burr from objects, Said apparatus comprising a 
stationary container for a body of liquid, means 
for Supporting a plurality of objects in propin 
quity in said body of liquid, the walls of said con 
tainer including two spaced vibratile diaphragms, 
means to vibrate one of said diaphragms, and 
means to vibrate the other diaphragm at the 
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same frequency, but with a difference in phase 
relative to the first diaphragm. 

9. The method of removing fiash, fin, Ol' 
burr from a molded article, which includes plac 
ing the article together with large filler objects 
in propinquity in a liquid, and so relatively vi 
brating at high frequency the article and liquid 
and filler objects as to cause mutual vibratory 
contact between the article and the objects, said 
high frequency being in the range of Sonic and 
SuperSonic frequencies. 

10. The method of removing flash, fin, or burr 
from molded objects, which includes placing a 
plurality of the molded objects in propinquity in 
a liquid, and So relatively vibrating said objects 
and liquid at high frequency as to cause mutual 
vibratory contact between said objects, said high 
frequency being in the range of Sonic and super 
Sonic frequencies. 

HERBERT N. MAIER. 
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